Technical Advisory Group – Record of Meeting

26th September 2012

**CRB – UKA** are looking at implementing an electronic email reminder system for CRB renewals. This will remind individuals that their CRB is due to expire and can be sent monthly.

**Track and Field Education Sub Group**

Health and Safety will now be delivered at the same time as a level 2 course. It has been written into the Generic module of the Level 2 course.

Level 3 and level 4 applications for accreditations are due to be submitted for consideration by 20th October 2012 (level 4) and 13th November 2012 (Level 3).

**Endurance Education Sub Group Update**

A revised Cross Country Guide is available on the UKA website.

The medical guidelines for Road racing have been revised—detailed advice for Road Race organisers is available on the Run Britain Website.

The Fell Running Association has health and safety guidance on the UKA website

**Date of Next Meeting**

23rd November 2012